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Rolling Stone 50 Years of Covers
2018-05-08

for the past 50 years the covers of rolling stone have depicted the icons of popular culture from
john lennon bob dylan the rolling stones madonna and steve martin to rihanna louis c k adele
radiohead and barack obama cementing their legendary and influential status no other
magazine has the illustrious history and prestige of having defined popular culture from the birth
of rock and roll to the present this fantastic collection is newly revised and updated to include
the covers from all 50 years of rolling stone history with an updated introduction by jann s
wenner as well as new excerpts from the magazine and quotes from photographers and their
celebrity subjects this nostalgic journey down the memory lane of music entertainment and
politics is irresistible

Rolling Stone 1,000 Covers
2006-10

reproduces one thousand of the magazine s covers and includes behind the scenes stories and
excerpts from articles and interviews with the idols of rock and rythym and blues

The Rolling Stone Interviews
2007-11-01

the greatest interviews with the greatest rock stars movie stars and cultural icons uncensored
and unfiltered are published together in one remarkable volume in celebration of rolling stones
40th anniversary

Rolling Stone Magazine
1991

the colorful illustrated history of rolling stone magazine and its equally controversial founder and
editor jann wenner draper s history is an intelligent and witty behind the scenes look at this
cultural icon and its course from its hippie beginnings to a high profile magazine 16 pages of
photographs

The Best of Rolling Stone
1993

over the years rolling stone has given its writers only one overriding edict take chances

50 Years of Rolling Stone
2017-05-16

a brilliant album of interviews photographs feature articles and exposés from the magazine that
s chronicled music and culture since 1967 rolling stone has been a leading voice in journalism
cultural criticism and above all music for over five decades this landmark book documents the
magazine s rise to prominence as the voice of rock and roll and a leading showcase for era
defining photography from the 1960s to today the book offers a decade by decade exploration
of american music and history interviews with rock legends bob dylan mick jagger kurt cobain
bruce springsteen and more appear alongside iconic photographs by baron wolman annie
leibovitz mark seliger and others with feature articles excerpts and exposés by such
quintessential writers as hunter s thompson matt taibbi and david harris it s an irresistible
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greatest hits collection from the magazine that has defined american music for generations
documenting the magazine s rise from humble beginnings in a tiny office in san francisco the
book includes interviews with artists such as bob dylan the beastie boys and adele images from
iconic photographers including annie leibovitz and sparking prose from the likes of hunter s
thompson daily mail

The Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock & Roll
1980

a series of essays with many illustrations that trace the history of rock through the 1970s

The Rolling Stone Story
1990

a compendium of interviews articles facts and opinions from the files of rolling stone about rem

R.E.M.
1995

publisher description

The New Rolling Stone Album Guide
2004

discusses the evolution of rock music from its earliest origins to today s most influential musical
styles and performers

The Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock & Roll
1992

for musicians and entertainers there is no more desirable showcase than the rolling stone cover
where every other week for the past thirty years a talented photographer illustrator or designer
has been given the opportunity to create a new legend or give a fresh spin to a familiar face
taken together that is more than seven hundred covers chronicling rock roll the cutting edge in
pop culture and the hipper reaches of film and television

Rolling Stone
1998-03-30

first in an indispensable series on rock s hottest names from rock s hottest magazine this
authoritative guide to the world s most popular band according to rolling stone s most recent
readers poll features in depth interviews narrative pieces album reviews news stories and more

U2
1994-06-01

a delicious romp through the heyday of rock and roll and a revealing portrait of the man at the
helm of the iconic magazine that made it all possible with candid look backs at the era from
mick jagger keith richards elton john bono bruce springsteen paul mccartney and others the
story of jann wenner rolling stone s founder editor and publisher and the pioneering era he
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helped curate is told here for the first time in glittering glorious detail joe hagan provides
readers with a backstage pass to storied concert venues and rock star hotel rooms he tells never
before heard stories about the lives of rock stars and their handlers he details the daring
journalism tom wolfe hunter s thompson p j o rourke and internecine office politics that
accompanied the start up he animates the drug and sexual appetites of the era and he reports
on the politics of the last fifty years that were often chronicled in the pages of rolling stone
magazine supplemented by a cache of extraordinary documents and letters from wenner s
personal archives sticky fingers depicts an ambitious mercurial wide eyed rock and roll fan of
who exalts in youth and beauty and learns how to package it marketing late sixties
counterculture as a testament to the power of american youth the result is a fascinating and
complex portrait of man and era and an irresistible biography of popular culture celebrity music
and politics in america

Sticky Fingers
2017-10-24

pladeanmeldelser fra tidsskriftet rolling stone

The Rolling Stone Record Review
1971

a completely revised edition of the bestselling guide to popular recordings featuring 2 500
entries and more than 12 500 album reviews the definitive guide for the 90s

The Rolling Stone Album Guide
1992

for ten days in march 1971 the rolling stones traveled by train and bus to play two shows a night
in many of the small theaters and town halls where their careers began no backstage passes no
security no sound checks or rehearsals and only one journalist allowed that journalist now
delivers a full length account of this landmark event which marked the end of the first chapter of
the stones extraordinary career ain t it time we said goodbye is also the story of two artists on
the precipice of mega stardom power and destruction for mick and keith and all those who
traveled with them the farewell tour of england was the end of the innocence based on robert
greenfield s first hand account and new interviews with many of the key players this is a vibrant
thrilling look at the way it once was for the rolling stones and their fans and the way it would
never be again

Ain't It Time We Said Goodbye
2014-05-13

for the past 50 years the covers of rolling stone have depicted the icons of popular culture from
john lennon bob dylan the rolling stones madonna and steve martin to rihanna louis c k adele
radiohead and barack obama cementing their legendary and influential status no other
magazine has the illustrious history and prestige of having defined popular culture from the birth
of rock and roll to the present this fantastic collection is newly revised and updated to include
the covers from all 50 years of rolling stone history with an updated introduction by jann s
wenner as well as new excerpts from the magazine and quotes from photographers and their
celebrity subjects this nostalgic journey down the memory lane of music entertainment and
politics is irresistible
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The Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock and Roll
1981

a gallery of 179 photographs arranged by theme explores the variety of rock n roll styles over
the years

Rolling Stone 50 Years of Covers
2018

rolling stone is one of the most influential rock magazines in the world and over the last 25
years it has published some of the most innovative powerful and evocative writing it was rolling
stone which first published hunter s thompson s fear and loathing in las vegas and tom wolfe s
the right stuff and rolling stone which first featured greil marcus s writing on the elvis
phenomenon and the plague years and david black s account of the arrival of the aids epidemic
in new york of the very best in popular american journalism from ken kesey writing on the
search for the secret pyramid to p j o rourke s visit to the philippines which was recounted in
400 years a convent 50 a whorehouse this is a brash and provocative collection of 25 years of
journalism

Rolling Stone Images of Rock and Roll
1997-10-01

describes the stars fans promoters producers the festivals disc jockeys the record industry and
the culture that grew up around rock music

The Best of Rolling Stone
1994

a gritty one of a kind backstage account of the world s greatest touring band from the
opinionated music journalist who was along for the ride as a young reporter for rolling stone in
the 1990s one of the top five rock biographies of the year san francisco chronicle one of the best
books of the year kirkus reviews a book inspired by a lifelong appreciation of the music that
borders on obsession rich cohen s fresh and galvanizing narrative history of the rolling stones
begins with the fateful meeting of mick jagger and keith richards on a train platform in 1961 and
goes on to span decades with a focus on the golden run from the albums beggars banquet 1968
to exile on main street 1972 when the stones were at the height of their powers cohen is equally
as good on the low points as the highs and he puts his finger on the moments that not only
defined the stones as gifted musicians schooled in the blues but as the avatars of so much in our
modern culture in the end though after the drugs and the girlfriends and the bitter disputes
there is the music which will define once and forever why the stones will always matter praise
for the sun the moon the rolling stones fabulous the research is meticulous cohen s own
interviews even yield some new stones lore the wall street journal cohen can catch the way a
record can seem to remake the world and how songs make a world you can t escape pitchfork
no one can tell this story wringing new life even from the leathery faces of mummies like the
rolling stones like rich cohen the book beautifully details the very meaning of rock n roll new
york observer masterful hundreds of books have been written about this particular band and
cohen s will rank among the very best of the bunch chicago tribune cohen who has shown time
and time again he can take any history lesson and make it personal and interesting somehow
tells the stones story in a whole different way this might be the best music book of 2016 men s
journal cohen s account of the band s rise from footloose kids to old clean prosperous stars is
like the stones irresistible people you will as with the best music bios want to follow along on
vinyl the washington post a fresh take on dusty topics like altamont and the stones relationship
with the beatles cohen takes pilgrimages to places like nellcôte the french mansion where the
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stones made exile on main street and recounts fascinating moments from his time on tour
rolling stone on the short list of worthwhile books about the stones the book is stuffed with
insights san francisco chronicle

The Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock and Roll
1980

a collection of articles originally printed in rolling stone magazine

The Sun & The Moon & The Rolling Stones
2016-05-10

an outrageous compendium of facts fiction trivia and critiques on alternative rock

Rolling Stone
1987

to bill janovitz all artists reveal themselves through their work and the rolling stones are no
different each exposes a little more of their soul written by stones fanatic musician and writer
bill janovitz this is a song by song chronicle that maps the landmarks of the band s career while
expanding upon their recording and personal history through insightful and energetic prose with
its conversational tone much like friends pouring over old records on a saturday afternoon the
book presents the musical leaps taken by the band and a discussion of how the lyrical content
both reflected and influenced popular culture the song choices fifty in all are chronological and
subjective most of them are the classic hits however the book digs deeper into beloved album
tracks and songs with unique stories behind them rocks off is the ultimate listening guide and
thinking man s companion that will spur readers to dust off those old albums and listen in with a
newfound perspective on one of the most famous and acclaimed rock n roll bands of all time

Arekisandorosu fō rimiteddo sazabīzu tanahashi hiroshi
eguzairu shōkichi purasu saru sūei
2018-09

from easy rider to pulp fiction the writers of rolling stone have captured the raw verve and
energy of 30 years of maverick filmmaking and its impact on two generations the rolling stone
film reader is a fascinating compendium of the magazine s takes on the best in movies from
hollywood to new york to cannes to asia and the players who made it happen photos throughout

Reporting
1977

the complete covers of rolling stone magazine during the 80s

The Rolling Stone Rock 'n' Roll Reader
1974

style and fashion mattered greatly were central to their presentation and i became fascinated
with them i discovered what i believed was a subculture of chic and i thought it merited a story
baron wolman the 1960s witnessed a huge cultural revolution music was at the heart of a new
generation s rallying cry for love peace and harmony from small clubs to giant festivals like
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woodstock with men predictably dominating as musicians and performers the women and girls
backstage started to explore their own forms of liberation and self expression they became
better known as the groupies offering their allegiance to the music and the artists who made it
on february 15 1969 rolling stone magazine released a special super duper neat issue called the
groupies and other girls featuring the work of their chief photographer baron wolman it would
turn out to be a sensational milestone making instant celebrities of the women featured with this
single issue the groupies had arrived they emerged as extraordinary women whose lifestyles
divided opinion and remain controversial some became models actresses writers artists and
musicians the gtos the original groupie band admired and encouraged by frank zappa is
featured here others fell into obscurity now over 45 years later acc and iconic images are proud
to publish the photographs of baron wolman in a single volume groupies and other electric
ladies features more than 150 images including previously unseen out takes and contact sheets
and comes complete with the original rolling stone text as well as interviews with several of the
women today selling points now in paperback the acclaimed book groupies and other electric
ladies by iconic photographer baron wolman with photographs taken for the february 1969
special super duper neat issue of rolling stone key images from a time of explosive revolution in
music and culture featuring pamela des barres catherine james sally mann cynthia plaster
caster and many more the original chronicle of the women who became deeply influential style
icons integral to the worlds of musicians like frank zappa the doors led zeppelin the rolling
stones captain beefheart alice cooper the who and gram parsons featured in the new york times
rolling stone the guardian and new yorker magazine voted one of the best photo books of the
year by the new york post 200 b w

Rolling Stone's Alt-rock-a-rama
1996

featuring the work of baron wolman the first photographer to work for america s legendary
rolling stone magazine many of whose images from the late sixties and early seventies have
become iconic shots from rock s most fertile era alongside scores of classic photos is baron s
first hand account of the magazine s early years and his memorable encounters with the rock
stars of the day

Rocks Off
2014-02-06

cleverly marketed by their original manager as the bad boys of rock the rolling stones have
survived dalliances with the devil drug busts and the death of founding member brian jones to
become the world s longest running rock and roll band led by partners in crime mick jagger and
keith richards the rolling stones have had no 1 hits released classic albums broken box office
records and literally changed the world all too often however books on the rolling stones
glimmer with gossip instead of shimmering with facts about the band s music the rolling stones
faq presents these musical facts in a fast moving fan friendly read the five incarnations of the
rolling stones are highlighted with in depth explorations of the band s hit records albums films
and tours the band s story is told not only through the biographies of the eight men to each be
called a rolling stone but also through the stories of session men producers managers artists
girlfriends and wives who have contributed to the enduring yet controversial success of the
rolling stones

20 Years of Rolling Stone
1987-01

a collection of photographs from rolling stone magazine features familiar shots of such celebs as
jagger nicholson madonna brando bowie mailer reagan belushi eastwood reprint
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The Rolling Stone Film Reader
1996

this guide lists about 12 000 rock albums released through mid 1982

The Rolling Stone Album Guide
1992

from their commanding role in the so called british invasion of the early 1960s to their status as
the elder statesmen and british knight of rock and roll the stones have become more than an
evanescent phenomenon in pop culture they have become a touchstone not only for the history
of our times their performance at the altamont raceway marked the end of the sixties while their
1990 concert in prague helped czechoslovakia and other eastern bloc nations celebrate their
newfound freedom and satisfaction out from under moscow s thumb because of their longevity
the music and career of the stones much more than the beatles stand as touchstones in the
personal lives of even casual stones fans everyone of a certain age remembers the stones on ed
sullivan the death of founder brian jones their favorite songs concerts or videos and their stance
in the classic beatles versus stones debates in the wake of keith richards s bestselling
autobiography life 2010 many are now reliving these events and decades from the viewpoint of
the band s endearing and seemingly death defying guitarist the chapters in the rolling stones
and philosophy celebrate the stones place in our lives by digging into the controversies the
symbols and meanings the band and its songs have for so many what might you mean and what
did mick mean by sympathy for the devil did the stones share any of the blame for the deaths at
altamont as critic lester bangs charged they did in rolling stone magazine what theories of ethics
and personality lay behind the good boy image of the beatles and the bad boy reputation the
stones acquired if keith richards really had his blood replaced four separate times does that
make him a zombie how do the glimmer twins help us refine our understanding of friendship
written by a dozen philosophers and scholars who adore the rolling stones not only for their
music this book will become required reading for anyone seeking maximum satisfaction from the
world s greatest rock and roll band

Rolling Stone
2010

Rolling Stone - The 80s
2016-11-30

Groupies and Other Electric Ladies
2016

Baron Wolman: The Rolling Stone Years
2011-09-06

Rolling Stones FAQ
2019-11-22
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Rolling Stone
1993-10

The New Rolling Stone Record Guide
1983

The Rolling Stones and Philosophy
2011
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